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The art of mining

Riding the rising copper wave
A small, ASX-listed copper producer could be
about to embark on a dream run and most
investors are in the dark.
Finders Resources has been producing copper
at the Wetar Copper Project, in which it owns a
74.1 per cent stake, in Indonesia’s Maluku
Province for less than two years.
As the market price for copper rises above
$US7000 a tonne (from $US5500 in 2016), Finders
has been quietly producing and exporting more
than 37,000 tonnes of its 99.99 per cent pure
copper cathode plates all over Asia.
Used in everything from pipes to tubing to
electrical wiring, copper is in huge demand.
‘‘Everything that uses power has got copper in
it: phones, computers, tablets, every electric
motor is copper wound,’’ Finders managing
director Barry Cahill says.
‘‘We’re seeing our cathode ﬂy out the gate.
We’re producing LME-[London Metals Exchange]
grade A copper cathode and by the time it hits the
port it’s sold.’’
Demand for electric cars and renewable energy
will keep the price of copper strong, says Cahill.
‘‘You can’t power electric cars without a copper
cable,’’ he says.
‘‘And there is more copper in an electric vehicle
than in an internal combustion engine vehicle.’’
‘‘You can’t power a charging station without a
main feeder line, and you can’t charge the main
feeder line without a transmission line from a
power source.’’
Copper demand, Cahill believes, is even more
out of balance with supply than lithium and
graphite. ‘‘Lithium does get a lot of the headlines,
but the reality is the supply of copper is also
constrained,’’ he says.
Finders Resources also offers investors an
excellent opportunity to cash in on the copper
boom because it produces the ﬁnished saleable
metal onsite, simplifying the process and cutting
out the middlemen, Cahill says.
After mining, the ore is crushed, agglomerated
and stacked in a heap on leach pads, before being
aerated and irrigated. The resulting chemical
reaction creates heat causing acid containing
copper sulfate to leach from it.
The leached solution is then sent to a solvent
extraction plant where the copper is transferred
from the leached solution to a clean acid solution.
Clean acid is sent to another plant where electric
current is applied to an anode and copper plates
to a cathode creating pure copper plates.
This neat process cuts out the need for costly
production chemicals, grinding, ﬂotation and
concentrate. It also removes the middlemen such
as smelters and transporters.
As a result, Finders could produce its cathode
for just $US1.14 per pound in 2017 before selling it
for nearly three times that amount.
It hasn’t been all smooth sailing, however.
An unexpected crud ﬂow into Finders’ system,
a requirement to rehandle leached ore and a
subsequent machinery failure, impacted output
in 2017, particularly during the last few months of
the year.
Rather than trying to maintain production at
full capacity, and push the problem into the

Finders Resources offers investors an
opportunity to cash in on the copper boom.

There is more copper in
an electric vehicle than in
an internal combustion
engine vehicle.
Barry Cahill, Finders managing
director
current quarter, Finders dealt with it
immediately.
‘‘We stuck to our guns,’’ Cahill says.
‘‘Copper inventory has been building back up
and we expect to be at our previous level by the
end of March.’’
Finders’ ﬁnancials have remained strong
despite the loss of output.
The Wetar Copper Project’s EBITDA was
$US10.9 million ($13.8 million) in the December
quarter of 2016, its ﬁrst full production quarter

before it skyrocketed to about $US72 million
EBITDA for the 2017 calendar year.
As a result, Finders has rapidly paid down the
Project’s bank debt from $US145 million in mid2016 to net debt of $US51.5 million.
‘‘We have more than halved our Project’s bank
debt and the debt facility runs until March 2019.
Finders hopes to pay out the facility by the end
of 2018, assuming the copper price remains
strong and production proceeds as planned,’’
Cahill predicts.
Finders’ cash ﬂow was more than $30 million
for the ﬁrst six months of 2017, and more than
$65 million for the 2017 year. It’s no surprise
opportunists swooped, Cahill says.
Eastern Fields Developments, a consortium of
Indonesian investors, announced a hostile
takeover bid for Finders last October.
It offered to pay investors 23¢ a share, a nilpremium to Finders’ closing share price on the
day prior to the announcement of the offer.
Finders’ independent directors recommend
shareholders reject the offer.

Independent expert Deloitte Corporate Finance
concluded the bid was neither fair nor reasonable,
valuing Finders Resources at 31-35¢ a share.
Cahill says only 5 per cent of shareholders have
taken up the offer, and while it has been extended
to February, he sees it all as a mere distraction.
‘‘We have a fundamental strategy about
building the project, paying down the debt,
drilling the other deposits and prospects
we’ve got, extending mine life, building other
projects and returning money to shareholders,’’
Cahill says.
But he agrees that the takeover bid is a clear
signal to investors that the company’s stock is
good value.
Finders Resources is now preparing to start
producing from a second ore body next year and
plans to explore other deposits nearby.
‘‘This company is going to have strong cash
ﬂow behind it which should enable it to become
debt free in the medium term and position it well
into the future to sell high-quality copper cathode
into a strong copper market.’’

Innovative ore processing technology to feed
the market’s growing demand for pure copper
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